
Subject: Gaza coverage

From: Lan and Peter Varley <LanPeterVa@verizon.net>

Date: 8/4/2014 8:37 AM

To: contact.nbcnews@nbcuni.com

Dear NBC,

Thank you for allowing me to submit feedback by email as your old contact form never worked for

me.

I was disturbed on Friday when the photo on the le4 was shown in a brief "Wow! Look at this

photo!" segment in the Nightly News showing an Israeli guided bomb caught on camera. What is so

mind-blowing about this photo is that you know that in a second or two the picture will be

completely different. In that respect it is similar to the famous photo on the right from the war in

Vietnam.

 

Of course what is different is that neither the a:acker nor the vic;ms are visible in the photo from

Gaza. While I credit NBC for having a reporter in Gaza and telling some stories of vic;ms, the vast

majority of which are innocent Pales;nians, there was no men;on of vic;ms related to this

bombing, not even showing the devasta;on moments later. I gather from the London Telegraph

that the building's owner was telephoned and given a few minutes to clear the building. I do not

know if he succeeded but I do know there are now yet more homeless Pales;nians. Would any

American apartment dweller think it reasonable for the air force to destroy everything they owned

because a criminal was living there or someone else was storing weapons in the building.
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In all your coverage, please ask yourself this ques;on: If roles were reversed so that there were 1.7

million Jews were crammed into Gaza and the Arabs were in control of most of historical Pales#ne,

would your coverage be any different?

I bet it would be different and that is true of the rest of the American media. It is hard to imagine

there wouldn't be constant reminders that the residents in Gaza are mainly refugees and their

descendents from the war of 1948 and that the borders are essen;ally closed. No one can leave and

the economy is a shambles because trade is severely restricted to the extent that there is

widespread hunger. Indeed, I'm sure comparisons would be drawn with the Jewish ghe:os of

Europe and even concentra;on camps.

I am not an;-Semi;c; the Jews were vic;ms in the past. However I am against oppression, against

suffering and against propaganda.

If you fail to tell the story fairly then you are broadcas;ng propaganda and by "fair" I do not mean

giving equal ;me to each side as that suggests some level of parity. The u:erly unbalanced death

toll of this conflict and indeed all the others makes it clear which side is the vic;m. That there are

refugees who have not been allowed to return home from a war in 1948 is absurd.

You o4en include sound bites from Israeli officials and even had the Prime Minister on Meet the

Press but you don't offer the same access to Pales;nian officials. Much was made of the presumed

capture of one Israeli soldier (later found dead) but a4er the disappearance of the three Israeli

teens on the West Bank (not Gaza!), hundreds of Hamas members were arrested but that was barely

men;oned.

As I understand it, it was those arrests which prompted the first rocket firings which led to Israel's

absurdly dispropor;onate response. If they were really concerned about tunnels they could have

looked for them on their side of the border so it seems this opera;on has more to do with

terrorizing the popula;on of Gaza in the hopes they will cease resistance. More likely there are now

many more bent on revenge.

So, please report the actual news and spare us the "Look at this!" moments which do nothing to

end the bloodshed. Thank you.

- Peter

(Washington, DC)
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